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A steady state model is derived for the full-bridge series-resonant

power converter. Normalized parametric curves for various currents

and voltages are then plotted versus the triggering angle of the switch-

ing devices. The calculations are compared with experimental

measurements made on a 50 kHz converter and a discussion of certain

operating problems is presented.

The present state of the art in power electronics of-
fers a wide variety of options to the power supply design
engineer. Several different varieties of high power
switching circuits are now available, each with its own
particular advantages and characteristics. One of these
circuits which has generated considerable interest is the
series resonant converter, which has been widely used in
dc power supplies in both half- and full-bridge con-
figurations. The low weight and high efficiency advan-
tages of this circuit have made it especially popular in
the aerospace industry, where these characteristics are
of utmost importance.

Although series-resonant converters are widely used
in aerospace systems, certain characteristics of these cir-
cuits are still not widely understood by design engineers.
This leads to a number of problems in their application,
many of which can be traced to the lack of straightfor-
ward models. In an effort to overcome this difficulty,
an earlier paper [1 proposed a normalized model for
the half-bridge version of this circuit. This model in-
cluded derivations for the more important steady state
circuit equations and presented several of the results in a
normalized graphical form. Due to the success of this
approach, it was decided to extend this analysis to the
full-bridge converter so that complete models would be
available for both versions.

Both the half- and full-bridge converters have been
studied in several references [1-8] and the relative merits
of the two are well known. Perhaps the most important
advantage of the full bridge is that the load voltage V. in
Fig. 1 can approach (although never quite reach) the
source voltage V,. This is in contrast to the half bridge
where VO can only approach 0.5 V,. In other words, the
full-bridge circuit must switch only half as much current
for fixed values of V, and output power. This means
that the necessary volt-ampere product for the full-
bridge switching devices is only half of that required by
the half bridge. Because of this advantage, the full
bridge will be the preferred configuration for many ap-
plications.
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Fig. 1. Basic schematic of full-bridge series resonant converter. The
polarity of V. is such that it always opposes the current in the
transformer primary.
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The half-bridge converter has been analyzed in detail
in (1, 2, 51 and the full-bridge characteristics have been
previously considered in [7]. This analysis builds on
these earlier studies to present a more complete deriva-
tion of the full-bridge model. There are similarities be-
tween the half- and full-bridge equations, but these
similarities are not always obvious, and important dif-
ferences also exist. Therefore, to avoid ambiguity, it is
necessary to present the complete derivations for most
of the full-bridge equations. Analyses are included for
both the continuous and discontinuous steady state
operating modes, and certain results are presented in the
form of normalized graphs. Test results for a 50 kHz
converter are included to provide experimental verifica-
tion.

effect transistors (MOSFETs). The ideal load current
waveform for continuous operation is shown in Fig. 2.
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NOMENCLATURE

A, B Terms defined by (15) and (16).
C Resonance capacitor.
EL Energy supplied to load.
ES Energy obtained from source.
I Half-cycle average output current at primary ofavg

transformer.
ID avg Average diode current.
IO iatt = 0.
I2 i at t = t2.
Ipek Peak value of output current at primary of

transformer.
IQavg Average transistor current.
Ir, RMS output current at primary of transformer.
i(t) Output current at primary of transformer.
L Resonance inductor.
q Normalized load voltage defined by (2).
Vcpea Peak capacitor voltage.
vC(t) Voltage across C.
Vci Voltage across capacitor at time ti.
VO Amplitude of square-wave output voltage at

primary of transformer. VO is always considered
positive.

VO DC load voltage.
V. DC source voltage.
ZO Characteristic impedance defined by (2).
a Delay angle.
,B Transistor conduction angle.
wo Resonance frequency (in radians per second)

defined by (2).
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0

Fig. 2. Typical normalized load current waveform in continuous
current operation q = 0.7, a = 800, [ = 1560).

As for the half-bridge model discussed in [1], this
analysis is based on certain approximations. The first of
these is that the output voltage V0 is constant. This im-
plies that the transformer primary voltage V. is
equivalent to a dc source that changes polarity so that it
always opposes the primary current. The second ap-
proximation is that all circuit components are ideal, i.e.,
turn-on and turn-off times are ignored and the com-
ponents are assumed to be lossless. In practice the
lossless approximation can be reconciled with the actual
circuit simply by adding the circuit losses to the load.

The basic operation of the circuit can be determined
by referring to Figs. 1 and 2. If Q1 and Q3 are turned on
at t = 0, i(t) will resonate first in the positive direction
and then in the negative position through D, and D3. At
some time t2 during this negative interval, Q2 and Q4 are
turned on and i(t) transfers from D, - D3 to Q2 - Q4.
The current continues to resonate first in the negative
direction and then in the positive direction through D2
and D4. The energy transferred to the load is controlled
by varying the times at which Q1 - Q3 and Q2 - Q4 are
turned on.

We define the terms

(1)

wo=1I/fT; zo=--/7C; q=VO/Vs (2)

CONTINUOUS CURRENT OPERATION

The schematic of a full-bridge converter is shown in
Fig. 1. The circuit shown here is very fundamental and
does not include any of the auxiliary circuitry required
for Ql - Q4. Bipolar transistors are shown for the
switching devices, but since the analysis assumes an ideal
switch, it is equally valid for silicon controlled rectifiers
(SCRs) or power metal-oxide semiconductor field-

a-- wo0(t2 - tl)

(3)

where a < 1800 for continuous conduction.
If Ql and Q3 are turned on at t = 0 (Q2 and Q4 are

turned on at t2) and

i(O) Io (4)
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we have

i(t) = Io cos(wot) + [(VcO + V. - V0)/ZOJ sin(w0t),

0 < t t (5)

i(t') = [(Vc1 + V, + V0)/Zo] sin(wot'),

O -< t' -< t2 - ti.-(6)

Since i(t) = 0 at w0t = , where P > 0, we have from (5),

(3- wot, = tan[- IoZo/( V0o + V, - VO)] + rr. (7)

For the capacitor voltage we have

v,Q)= VO+ (1/C)f0 - i(t)dt 0 t,t

=- I0 Z0 sin(wot) + (VcO + V. - V0)

*cos(wot) + V0 - VI. (8)

Therefore

V = vc(t1) = - I Z0 sinp + (Vco + Vs - V0)

*cosP + Vo- VS. (9)

Likewise

vCWt) = Vcl + (1/C) f - i(t') dt',

*0 t'(< t2 - tl

= (Vcl + Vs + VO)cos(wtO) - Vo - Vs. (10)

Therefore

vc2= V,(t' = t2 - tl) = (Vcl + Vs + Vo)

cosa - VO- V5. (11)

For cyclic stability, the conditions at t2 must be sym-

metric with those at t = 0; therefore

V,2 = - Vro and i(t2) I2 = -Ia. (12)

The energy into the load during 0 < t < t2 is given by
the following expressions:

ELI = IV0o fO i(t) dt

= (V0/wo) {Io sin( + [(V50 + V. - V0)/Zo]

* - cosf)} (13)
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t2-t 1

EL2 = -I Vol Jo i(t') dt',

(i(t) changes direction)

- (VO/w0) (1 - cosa) {IO sinp

-O[(Vc + V.- VO)/ZO] cosf- 2Vo/Zo}. (14)

Defining the following terms

A {IO sinp + [(V1o + V, - Vo)/Z01(l - cosf)}

(15)

B (1 - cosa) {IO sinp - [(V(o + V, - Vo)/Zo]

* cosf -2 Vo/Zo}

= (1 - cosa) [A - (Vco + V5 + Vo)/Zo] (16)

the total energy into the load during the interval 0 K t 4
t2 is

EL =EL1 + EL2 = (I VoI/wo)(A + B)- (17)

The energy from the source V, is given by the follow-
ing expressions:

Es = Vs h i(t) dt = V5A/wo (18)
t2-t 1

Es2 = Vs f0 i(t')dt' = - VB/wo. (19)

Therefore the total energy from V. during the interval 0
< t < t2 is

Es = ( V./wo)(A - B). (20)

The energy stored in the circuit elements at to is given by

Es"0 =-1-LPo + I CVcr0. (21)

The energy stored in the circuit elements at t2 is given by

EST2 = 2L1 + I C Vc2.()ES 2= Jic~2 (22)

Substituting from (12),

Esr2= ± L (-o)2 + 2 C(- V0)2

or

ESTO= EST2 . (23)

Since the stored energy is the same at to and t2, and the
circuit components are assumed to be ideal,

Es = EL. (24)
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Therefore cosa = (2Aq/(l + q) - {A Z4[q/(l + q)] + V.

(V5/wo)(A -B) = (VO/wO)(A + B) (25) + V5}(1/Zo))/(A - {A Zo[q/(l + q)] + VO

or + VS}(l/ZO)). (37)

q =- VO/ - (A -B)/(A + B) (26) Substituting V0 = V5q,

cosa = [A q - (V5/Z )(l + q)2]/and Z)( q

B/A = (1 - q)/(1 + q). (27) [A - (VJ/ZO)(1 + q)2] (38)

or
We now consider the capacitor voltage relationships.

From (9) and (15), A = (V./Zo)[(l + q)2 (1 - cosa)/(q -Cosa)]. (39)

Vo=Vco-A ZO. (28) Substituting (39) into (33) and (34) produces,

From (11) and (28), V10 = V4[q(1 + q)(1 - cosa)/(q - cosa)] (40)

VC2=(VCO + VS- A ZO + VO) cosa - VO - VS VC1 = V5[-(1 + q)(1 - cosa)/(q - cosa)]. (41)

= Zo(1 - cosa)[A - (Vco + V, + Vo)/Zo] For cyclic stability,

+ Vc0-AZO. (29) I = I2 (42)

From (16) and (29), Therefore from (4), (6), and (42),

K2 = BZO - A Z + V,o. (30) -IO = [(V. + V + V)/Z] sinw(t2 - t,). (43)

For cyclic stability,
Substituting for VK, from (41),

Vr,2 =- Vov (31)
Io = (V5/ZO)[(l - q2) sina/(q - cosa)]. (44)

From (30) and (31),
From (2), (7), (40), and (44),

= (Zo/2)(A - B). (32)
(r= t + tan-1{(q2 - 1) sina/

From (27) and (32),
[2q - (1 + q2)cosa]}. (45)

VIO = A Zo[q/(1 + q)]. (33)

From (28) and (33), We can now determine the average rectified value of

V = - A ZO[1/(1 + q)]. (34) ti

Iv (I/t2)(f {Io COS(WOt)avg

Repeating (16),
+ [(Vco + Vs - VO)/ZO]sin(wot)}dt

B = (1 - cosa)[A - (VJ'o + V. + Vo)/Zo]. (35)
t2-t1 [(V1l + V, + Vo)/Zol sin(w0t') dt')

Therefore Jo

cosa = [A - B - (Vc0 + VJ + VO)/ZO1/ = (1/wot2){Io sinp - [(VJo + Vt - Vo)/Zo]

[A - (VcIo + V. + Vo)/Zol. (36) (cosP - 1)

From (27), (33), and (36), + [(Vc1 + V. + VO)/Z0J(cosa - 1)}. (46)
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Substituting the value of VC1 from (9) into (46) yields For the rms value of i(t) we have

a (11wtl)(A, sinp - [(VCO + V. - VO)/ZO] rms 1[/t2) fIO(I0 Cosw0t
*(cosp - 1) + (1 - cosa){- 2VO/Z0 + IO sinp + I(VC0 + Vs - VO)/ZO] sinw0t}2dt +

t2-tl

- [(V"O + V, - VO)/Z] cosfP}). (47) Jo I[(V1 + V, + VO)/ZO1

Comparing (47) with (15) and (16) we have sinwot'}2dt) 1/2 (59)

Ivg = (A + B)/wot2. (48) 'rms = ([1/(a + (3)]{1M(P/2 + sin2I3/4)
From (27), + [(VCO + V - Vs)/Z012 ((/2-sin2fl/4)

B = A [( -q)/(1 + q)]. (49) + [IO( VO + V - VO)/ZO] sin2(

Therefore + [(Vcl + V' + V

Iavg = 2A/[(a + O (1 + q)]. (50) - (a/2 - sin2a/4)} )/2 (60)

From (34) and (50), By integrating and substituting as in (46) and (47) we
also can obtain the average transistor current IQ avg and

I = (V5/Zo)[2(l + q)(1 - cosa)/ the average diode currentID avg
avg

(a + (3)(q - cosa)]. (51) 'Qavg = A/2(a + 3) (61)

To determine the peak value of i(t), we differentiate (5) I = B/2(a + (). (62)
and set the result = 0,

Substituting (39) for A, (45) for (, and (49) for B,
d i(t)/dt = - w Io sin(wot) + wo

I (Vs/Zo)[(l + q)2(1 - cosa)/2(q - cosa)
* [(V'O + V - VO)/Z.] cos(wot) = 0. (52) Qavg

* (a + 3] (63)
Therefore

I = (V/ZO)[(1 - q2) (1 -cosa)/2(q - cosa)
I occurs at wot =tan-l
peak max = n(a + f3)]. (64)

* [(Vco + Vs- Vo)/Io Zo (53)
Another variable of interest is the peak capacitor

but from (7), voltage. From Figs. 1 and 2 it can be seen that the peak
voltage across C will occur at t = t4 and at t = t3 where

(-n = tan- [-Io ZO/(VO + V - VA)] (54) i(t) reverses. Therefore from (41),

and V = + Vc,1 = + V,
c peak

wot = ( - Tr/2 (55) * {[(1 + q) (1 - cosa)]/(q - cosa)}. (65)

I = Io sinp - [(V,. + V - VO)/ZO] cos(3. (56) In [1] it was established that for the half-bridge circuit,

Comparing (15) and (57), cos' q< a K 1800 (66)

Ipe =Ak -(VC + V - V0)/Z0 (57) for continuous current, steady state operation, and that

Substituting (39), (40), and VO = qV, into (58), 1 > q > cosa. (67)

I k= ( VJ/Z)[(l + q2 - 2q cosa)/(q -cosa)]. By using a procedure exactly the same as in [I], it can be
peak established that (66) and (67) also apply for the full-

(58) bridge case.
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DISCONTINUOUS CURRENT OPERATION

The discontinuous output current waveform for
some a > 1800 is shown in Fig. 3. All approximations
are identical to the continuous current analysis.

1.5 +

1.01-

.5 -

Using an approach similar to (46),

I = (1/wo6)[(2 V00 - 2V5l - 4Vo)/Zo]avg +

= (V5/ZO)[4/(a + Tr)].

From (58),

I = [VV(l + q)]/Zo.peak

0 - e - '1
18CP 360° 40° 7200 900° w t

-1.0 a

-1.5

Fig. 3. Typical normalized load current waveform in discontinuous
current operation (q = 0.5, a = 2700, f = 1600).

If Qi and Q3 are turned on at t = 0,

i(t) = [(V1o + V5 - Vo)/Zo] sin(w0t), 0 < t tl

(68)

i(t') = [(V11 + V, + VO)/ZO] sin(wot'),

(69)0 < t'< t2 - t1

i(t) = 0, t2 < t < t2

Using an approach similar to (59) and (60),

I = ((l/wot0){[( VV + V. - VO)/ZoJ2(n/2)rms
2OZ j2(r2

+ [(Vc + V. + Vo)IZo2(iT/2)})
= (Vl/Zo)[(l + q2)rr/(a + Tr)]1/2
From (61) and (62),

IQag =Vs(l + q)/ZO(a + nT)

D avg ,( q)IZO(ct + n)

and from (65),

V = 2V.c peak s

(80)

(81)

(82)

(83)

(70) SUMMARY OF EQUATIONS AND NORMALIZED
CURVES

where in this case we have

IO = 0

Wot== WO(t2 - tl) = TI

a-wO(tO - tl), ( = IT.

By comparison with the continuous current analysis,
we see that all calculations will be virtually the same ex-
cept that different time intervals will be used for the
average and rms currents. Therefore most of the
previous calculations can be extended to the discon-
tinuous case.

From (15) and (16), replacing the a in these expres-
sions with n,

The final equations are summarized in Tables I and
II along with the results for the half-bridge configura-
tion reported in [1]. This provides a handy reference and
indicates some of the key differences between the two
circuits.

From a circuit design standpoint, those variables of
most importance might be Iavg Ipeak I Vc peaks I avg
and ID avg* These variables are of particular interest since
they help determine the necessary ratings for the com-
ponents in Fig. 1. As suggested in [1], these variables
can be presented in a more convenient form if they are
plotted on normalized curves. This is accomplished by
defining the following base quantities:

I =Vs/Zo
base (84)

A = 2(V0o + V.- Vo)/Zo

B = 2(V6o + V5 - 3V)/Z0.

From (40) and (41), replacing the a in these expres;
with n,

VcO = 2V5q

(74) base = V.

The actual current I or voltage V is then divided by
the base quantity to produce normalized values,

normalized current = I,, = I/I
base

(76) normalized voltage = V, = VI V .
base
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TABLE I
Comparison of Key Voltages and Currents for Half-Bridge and Full-Bridge Configurations in Steady State Continuous Current Operation

Continuous Current

cos'i q < a < n; p = n + tan-' { -(1 - q2) sina/[2q - (1 + q2) cosa]}

Half Bridge Full Bridge

lO = (V1/2Zo)[(l - q2) sina/(q - cosa)]

'avg = (V /2Zo)[2(l + q)(I - cosa)/(a + O)(q - cosa)]

,peak = (V,/2Z0)[(l + q2 - 2q cosa)/(q - cosa)]

Irms = {[l/(a + (3)[Io(/2 + sin2fl/4)

+ [(Vc0 - V0)/Z0J (J/2 - sin2fl/4)
+ IO[(Vto - Vo)/Zo] sin2p

+ [(Vc, + V0)/Z0J2 (a/2 - sin2a/4)]}"2

IQavg = [(1 + q)/4] Iavg

'D avg = [(I - q)/41 Iavg

Vco = (V,/2)[1 + q(l + q)(l - cosa)/(q - cosa)]

Ve, = (V,/2)[1 -(1 + q)(l - cosa)/(q - cosa)]

Vc peak = (V5/2)[I + (1 + q)(1 - cosa)/(q - cosa)]

q 2 Vo/l V

Io = (V,/ZO)[(1 - q2) sina/(q - cosa)]

Iavg = (V,/Zo)[2(1 + q)(l - cosa)/(a + O)(q - cosa)]

peak - (Vl/Zo)[(l + q2 - 2q cosa)/(q - cosa)]

Irm= {[1/( + j3)[Io(3/2 + sin2fl/4)

+ [(VCO + V5 - V0)/ZO]2 (P/2 - sin2ft/4)

+ Io[(V¢o + Vs - Vo)/Zol sinf2p

+ [(VCI + V5 + V0)/Z012 (a/2 - sin2a/4)] }1/2

IQavg = [(1 + q)/41 Iavg

ID avg = [( - q)/41 Iavg

Ko = V4[q(l + q)(l -cosa)/(q - cosa)]

V., = VJ[-(I + q)(l -cosa)/(q - cosa)]

Vc peak = V,[ ± (1 + q)(l - cosa)/(q - cosa)]

q_ Vo/V,

TABLE II

Comparison of Key Voltages and Currents for Half-Bridge and Full-Bridge Configurations in Steady State Discontinuous Current Operation

Discontinuous Current

a>,n; ( = n

Half Bridge Full Bridge

I, = 0

Iavg = (V/2 Zo)[4/(a + O)]

'peak = (V/2Zo)(1 + q)

Irms (V./2Zo)[(l + q2)tr/(a + n)] 112

IQavg = [(1 + q)/4] Iavg

IDavg = ((1 - q)/4] Iavg

V = (V,/2) (1 + 2q)

V = (VS/2) (- 1)

Vc peak = (V/2) (3)

Io = 0

Iavg = (VI/Zo)[4/(a + 1l)]

,peak = (VI/ZO)(I + q)

Irms = (Vs/Z,)[(l + q2)iT/(cr + T)]1/2

IQ avg = [(1 + q)/4] Iavg

ID avg = [(1 - q)/4] Iavg

V.o = V. (2q)

Va = V.(-2)

Vc peak = V. = V.( ±2)
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,*-q = .5

9 indicates experimental data point
2.0 +

1.0 4-

-t 1
900 1350 180° 2700 3600 4500 5400

Retard Angle a

Fig. 4. Normalized average load current versus retard angle a with normalized load voltage as parameter.

Ipeak

q = .9

q = .7

q= .5

9 indicates experimental data point

E
0° 450 900 135° 180' 2700 360° 450° 540°

Retard Angle a

Fig. 5. Normalized peak load current versus retard angle a with normalized load voltage as parameter.

The approach is analogous to the familiar "per unit"
system that is commonly used in the analysis of large
electric power grids.

Figs. 4 to 7 show the normalized curves for Iavg, peak'
Irms, and Vc peak versus the retard angle a for various
values of q. The discrete points on the curves indicate
experimental data taken from a 50 kHz converter. These
experimental results are discussed in the following sec-

tion.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In order to evaluate the accuracy of the previous
analysis, a small full-bridge converter was built and

tested. This converter had the following ratings and
parameters:

V= 150 Vdc; A = 50 kHz; ZO = 196Q

P = 150 W(maximum).
out

Waveforms of the load current i(t) and the current in
one of the transistor-diode pairs (e.g. Qi-DI) are shown
in Fig. 8. As seen from Figs. 4-7, the calculated and ex-

perimental results are in reasonable agreement.
However the deviations between the two are somewhat
greater than those reported earlier in [1] for the half-
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03 indicates experimental data point

t e I i i
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Fig. 6. Normalized rms load current versus retard angle a with normalized load voltage as parameter.
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0 indicates experimental data point

3.0 -1-
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I I
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Fig. 7. Normalized peak capacitor voltage versus retard angle a with normalized load voltage as parameter.

bridge converter. The main reason for these larger er-

rors is probably related to the higher resonant frequency
of the full-bridge circuit (50 kHz) for the full bridge, 10
kHz for the half-bridge). This higher frequency induces
higher parasitic losses in the various components, and
slightly increases the errors in measuring the various
time intervals on the oscilloscope. All circuit losses were
lumped with the output power by using the same pro-
cedure described in [11 for the half-bridge circuit. Also
as in [1], the output transformer shown in Fig. 1 was

omitted from the actual circuit in order to further
reduce the losses and simplify the control circuitry.

The actual circuit also included a refinement re-

ferred to as a "commutating circuit" which was con-

nected in series with each transistor as shown in Fig. 9.
The purpose of this circuit was to reduce the transistor
turn-on losses which can occur in the continuous current
mode. Without these commutating circuits additional

transistor turn-on switching loss can occur in the follow-
ing manner. Referring to the schematic in Fig. 9 and the
waveforms in Fig. 10, Q2 starts to turn on while DI is
still conducting (i.e., i(t) = iD, + i,2 = Io. and is essen-

tially constant during the switching interval). Since the
i,2 rise time is finite, i42 will gradually rise to the level of
I.0 in about 200 ns and then draw a brief transient over-

shoot current until DI recovers (approximately an addi-
tional 300 ns). Since DI remains on for most of this
total 500 ns interval, VCE2 of Q2 is clamped at V, while iC2
continues to rise. This results in significant turn-on
losses for all of the four transistors.

The above losses can be significantly reduced by in-
creasing the base current to reduce the transistor turn-
on time and by introducing the commutating circuits
shown in Fig. 9. When Q2 starts to turn on, V. will ap-
pear across L01 and L,2 instead of VCE2. This arrangement
results in much lower transistor turn-on losses as can be
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